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ADNX Becomes TinyBinary - New versions of Apps, New Services
Published on 06/06/16
ADNX announces that beginning June 6, 2016 the company will be known as TinyBinary. The
transition is just the first step towards moving the business forward with a new ambition,
exciting new goals around services, and better quality at all levels. TinyBinary will
continue to offer professional apps based on proven source code, but with new names, and
an all new look and feel. The new company will provide ADNX customers with even better
service than before.
Portland, Oregon - Development house, ADNX is excited to announce that beginning June 6,
2016 the company will be known as TinyBinary. ADNX customers will find the newly named
firm is offering new versions of our much-loved apps and new services. TinyBinary is the
first step toward moving the company forward, with a new ambition, new goals around
services, and better quality at all levels. The new company is offering new versions of
professional apps but with new names, and a fresh new look, and feel.
"When I founded the company fifteen years ago in Lyon, France, it was with the aim of
providing users of Apple devices with the best possible software to help them in their
day-to-day lives, be it business, or personal, and that is one thing that will never
change," says company founder and CEO Patrice Calligaris. "With the transition to
TinyBinary, the company promises to provide higher quality apps and new services for
entreprises. It's just the beginning of a new era."
While TinyBinary's apps will sport all new names and a fresh look and feel, the new
versions of apps offer the same reliability and ease of use. Our apps include:
tinyGantt (formerly xPlan): Users can finally create Gantt charts without scratching their
heads. The product shines thanks to its ease of use and simplicity. TinyBinary focuses its
attention on the features that the majority of project managers actually use.
tinyBrain (formerly xLine): Create specialized mind maps, add images to enhance
understanding, and more. The app uses a seamless interface and intuitive design to help
creativity thrive.
tinyCheck (formerly xList): Finally, users can centralize their task lists without having
to worry about document management. tinyCheck's strength comes from its ease of use. The
app focuses on the main features organized individuals actually use.
tinyKiosk (Formerly xStand): Easy kiosk management for the Mac and iPad. Install an
internet kiosk in any public place in just minutes. The app's ease of use and reliability
offers thousands of customers around the globe the ability to give life to their kiosk
projects.
tinyEye (formerly xScan): Users can visually see how their computer is functioning and
where it's using the most resources. With functional monitoring tools and a natural
graphic interface, anyone can be on top of their Mac's behavior at all times
tinyDuty (formerly xTeam): Wouldn't it be great to see the allocation of all team members
on one simple calendar? tinyDuty offers a simple and beautiful workforce management
platform for business owners, managers, and more. With an intuitive design and a laser
focus on the most useful features managers use, tinyDuty is sure to change the way users
handle their workforce.
It's very important to understand that ADNX customers are not forced to upgrade their
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current apps. Users who are happy with previous versions of the apps are more than welcome
to continue to use them. TinyBinary will continue providing free technical support for
those versions until April 2017. Even after that date, users can continue to use them if
they meet their needs. The company will continue to offer download links made available on
request for customers who have purchased a license for older versions.
Users who would like to update to the latest TinyBinary versions of the apps will be able
to upgrade for either a nominal tiny upgrade fee, or in the case of licenses purchased or
converted in 2016, for free. Users can check to find if they're eligible for a free
upgrade by using the Upgrade Assistant on the TinyBinary website. The company also offers
some bundles on the store section.
"When I immigrated to the United States in 2015, and settled in the beautiful city of
Portland, Oregon, it planted a seed in my head about new beginnings," continues Patrice.
"Even though both I, and TinyBinary are beginning a new phase of our existence, we will
never abandon the principles that got us where we are today. Technology, Simplicity, and
User Experience are the words that will always drive the team."
TinyBinary:
https://www.tinybinary.com
The Story of TinyBinary:
https://www.tinybinary.com/apps/adnx
New TinyBinary Apps:
https://www.tinybinary.com/apps/solutions
Welcome to ADNX Customers:
https://www.tinybinary.com/apps/adnxwelcome

TinyBinary is based in the amazing city of Portland, Oregon. The core of the company's
business is building solutions for Apple users, using just the right technologies.
TinyBinary's engineers and designers love building efficient, beautiful apps and websites.
The experience of users, the quality, the performance and the simplicity of solutions are
essentials. We have the same creative spirit as Apple: Create a better world. All Material
and Software (C) Copyright 2016 TinyBinary. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
Macintosh and Mac OS X are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their
respective owners.
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